
COVID-19 WARNING/ 

ANTI-WARNING! 
WHY YOU NEED TO GET HERE, NOW, ASAP! 

CAUTION: If you believe that EVERYTHING in Medicine is correct and “scientific,” and 

that the government is always looking out for your benefit (“saving lives,” etc.), if you 

believe everything you’re fed by the mainstream media, maybe you shouldn’t read this. My 

intention is to inform those who are open enough to think for themselves. I don’t wish to 

offend anyone. 

There are two versions of this “crisis” of Covid-19, 

which I call, in line with the way other viruses are 

named, “Wuhan Bat Flu,” or just WBF. OK, it’s a 

different family than influenza, but still… (The name, 

“Covid-19,” came from the WHO, as a purely 

political move. NOT scientific.) 

Now, it’s over a year. Either you’ve been frightened 

out of your mind, or you’re mad as hell about this. 

Tensions are high that it’s become hard for one side 

to listen to the other. Hopefully, you are open-minded 

enough to read this, and make an informed decision. 

To let you know, up front, I am in the “mad as hell” 

(think the old movie, “Network”) camp. No, I’m not 

denying that this is a real disease. What I am saying 

is that this situation is being vastly exaggerated, in 

order to sell vaccines and further government power 

over our lives. Government “public health” entities, international, federal and local, seem to 

have a serious interest in creating havoc and fear. 



The CDC and the NIH, including Dr. Fauci, have been wrong in every prediction, and have 

changed instructions to the public, repeatedly. None of those instructions… masks, social 

distancing, lock-downs… have any basis in either current research, or in basic biology. If 

the mask works, why the social 

distancing? If social distancing works, 

why the mask? If one or both work, 

why the lock-downs? 

We do have immune systems. Simply 

put, there are two parts. First, there is 

what is called innate immunity, which 

is a generalized response to any 

infectious agent. (Some aspects of 

medical care, including serial 

vaccination and immunosuppressive 

drugs, actually diminish this natural 

response. Yes, some of Medicine is 

bad for you!) The other part of the 

immune response is acquired 

immunity, which is from antibodies 

from previous contact with pathogens. 

So, if you’ve had a cold, which is the 

same family as Covid-19/Wuhan Bat 

Flu, your body is better prepared.  

Besides the very real possibility of advancing partisan political aims, instead of acting for the 

public welfare, the CDC holds patents on 40 vaccines. They are in business! While they 

approve and mandate vaccines, they profit off of them… mightily! Much of this WBF ruckus is, 

in my opinion, marketing for the WBF vaccines. These vaccines will not “save us.” They will 

make us sick. Already, serious side effects, and numerous deaths have occurred. I predict a lot 

more will occur in the future. Will they announce the need for annual booster shots? You betcha! 

WHAT HAVEN’T THEY MADE PLAIN ABOUT THE VACCINES? (1) All these vaccines are 

officially classified as “experimental.” (2) The vaccines do not confer immunity. They only 

claim that if you get the disease, it will be less severe. (3) The vaccines do not prevent 

transmission.  

CHEATING is the name of the game with their data. I know that most have been taught to 

trust the government, and to trust Medicine. Now is the time to think for yourself. Even at the 

beginning, Dr. Birx (Dr. Fauci’s sidekick, from last year) publicly admitted that if someone dies 

in the hospital from cancer, heart attack, stroke… and they are Covid-positive, that’s considered 

a “Covid” death. There have been so many reports of doctors and coroners who have been 

coerced into that diagnosis. And so many reports from people who have lost a loved one to a 

variety of diseases, but the death certificate said “Covid-19.” Hospitals make thousands more 

with that diagnosis, and even more with ventilator use, which has led to overuse and even more 



deaths. Now, with contact tracing, if someone positive reports being in contact with 47 people, 

they just add 47 to the total, without any testing. 

You might assume that most medical testing is absolute and correct. Very often, it is not.  

As far as hospitalizations, they are doing as they did for the death rates. Go into the hospital with 

a peptic ulcer or a kidney problem, if you’re “Covid” positive, it’s counted as a Covid case… 

part of the so-called surge. If you’re tested multiple times, each time it’s positive it is counted as 

a “case.’ Oh, the tests for WBF are also classified as “experimental” 

MY VIEW: Now, the alleged death rate for Wuhan Bat Flu is over 500,000. With the gross level 

of cheating, I wouldn’t be surprised if the real number is closer to 80 or 90,000. That would 

make it equivalent to a bad flu year. 

A little history: 52 years ago, 1969, over 100,000 Americans were killed by the Hong Kong Flu, 

which hardly anyone remembers. We had no masks, no social distancing, no lock-downs 

resulting in massive job losses, business failures, drug overdoses, increases in domestic abuse, 

and suicide. No, we had none of that in 1969, WE HAD WOODSTOCK. And the nation 

survived. And the world survived. 

THE WEIRDEST THING is how our “public health” officials (really public sickness officials… 

there is a HUGE difference) only talk about avoiding CONTACT with this very un-deadly virus, 

as if you don’t have an immune system. The vaccines are designed to pervert normal immune 

function. Your immune system is designed to protect you against infection. The quality, the 

functionality of your immune system, along with every other system, is under DIRECT control 



and coordination of your brain and nervous system. If there is INTERFERENCE to your nervous 

system, from spinal injuries healed wrong (what we call “Vertebral Subluxation Complex,” or 

VSC), your function suffers.  

Many people assume that Chiropractic is about back pain. OK, people are helped with that, but 

back pain relief is a nice side effect. The purpose of Chiropractic is to LIBERATE your 

brain and your nervous system, allowing your body to heal, and to function at a maximal 

level. THAT INCLUDES YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM. Chiropractic is NOT a treatment for 

WBF, nor is it direct prevention. It is the pursuit of Health. This is different!  

There are so many studies linking Chiropractic and immune system function. Check this one out. 

It’s a bit old, but one of my favorites: 

 

Therefore, during this so-called crisis, or anytime, you are far better off under true chiropractic 

care, for better health. 

Besides that, here are some good things for your immune system, and health, in general: 

 Eat well: Organic as much as possible, enough protein, watching sweets. 

 Sunshine: Get outside! (One of the reasons that these lock-downs are so bad 

 Stress management, social interaction  

 Adequate rest 

 Regular exercise 

Living your life in fear is no way to live. Come get checked for INTERFERENCE to your 

nervous system, to allow your body to heal, to function at a higher level, to express more LIFE.  



PS: The 1918 “Spanish Flu” Pandemic: Now that was a REAL pandemic. 

Between 25 and 40 million people died, worldwide. The dead were piled up in the 

streets. The world’s population is now approximately eight times higher. 40 

million x 8 = 320,000,000 dead, if we had a similar pandemic. In 1979, Walter 

Rhodes wrote that, during the Pandemic, medical doctors in Davenport, Iowa 

treated 93,590 patients, with 6,116 deaths, in other words, one out of 15 under 

medical care succumbed to the flu. At the Palmer College of Chiropractic in 

Davenport, 1,635 flu cases were adjusted, with only one fatality. Outside of 

Davenport, Iowa chiropractors adjusted 4,735 flu cases, with only six deaths - one 

out of 866. What can you learn from this? Chiropractic care saved far more 

people than medical care, and better chiropractic care… was even better! 

WHO YA GONNA CALL? 

 


